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Welcome Class of 2022!

On Aug 22, over 100 incoming and current students, parents and alumni gathered at the Hong
Kong Exchange Connect Hall for the Launchpad Reception hosted by Kenneth Kok (AB'99),
Daniel Wolff (AB'04) and Armand Yeung (AB'99). Taking away wise words, insights and
personal sharing from their senior, the students are going to kick off their new journey with
exciting life in UChicago. All the best to Class of 2022!

Living Longer + Smaller Families = Older World: the Mother of
All Trends (Sep 18)

The aging of the world's population changes every important relationship we have. On
Sep 18, join The Hong Kong Jockey Club Programme on Social Innovation to hear from
Ted C. Fishman — author of China, Inc. and Shock of Gray — about how global
demographic change will shape the future globally. Register for free.

Details

A New Approach to STEM on Thinking, Teaching and Learning

Jeanne Century, the Director of Outier Research and Evaluation, UChicago STEM Education
gave an inspiring public lecture on Jul 15 and explained STEM as a way to thinking, teaching
and learning, regardless of disciplines. The video-recording and presentation deck are now
available to view along with a summary of the lecture.

 

See also an interview with Jeanne by South China Morning Post on How STEM education
can help Hong Kong children to live their dreams.  

How to Answer One of the Toughest Interview Questions 

Imagine you are at a job interview and this tough question comes up: "How much are you
making now?" Should you lie to increase your value, or should you go for honesty? Find out
how to navigate this tricky situation from Professor George Wu of University of Chicago Booth
School of Business. 

Read More
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